While today we often consider indigenous rights distinctly from matters of biological diversity or land management, Richard Grove in Green Imperialism points out that such a separation was not characteristic of the colonial era. In the eighteenth century, colonists of the Pacific who marvelled at the diversity of human, animal and plant life proclaimed a desire to conserve both nature and primitive society from the barbarities and voracities of modern man. As inheritors of the Enlightenment, they sought to resolve evident contradictions between the civilizing project of colonisation in which they were engaged, and the destruction it wrought in its wake. By relegating primitive man to the realm of nature, they articulated the primitivist foundation of the Enlightenment, and hence relegated indigenous societies to suffer the same fate as their environment.
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Seeking to disrupt this primitivist narrative, Grove argues that indigenous peoples and indigenous knowledges have been crucial to colonial and metropolitan conceptualisations of nature. Indigenous hunting cultures offered incoming peoples with invaluable knowledge about local plant and animal species. At one level, such information facilitated exploitation. White trappers relied on indigenous knowledge about the hunt. And, while indigenous women were subjected to the full violence of frontier interracial confrontations, sometimes they too became significant interlocutors in intercultural exchange. In Canada, for example, the indigenous wives of white fur traders routinely negotiated with local tribes.
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Conversely, Australian indigenous coastal women were forcefully dragooned by whalers and sealers engaged in brutal struggle with local people over coastal resources.
12 At another level, indigenous knowledges suggested ways in which to appreciate diversity, and seeded alternative understandings of the relationship between man and environment.
While seeking to reinstate indigenous agency to colonisation, such cross-cultural histories of frontier ecologies risk the return of indigeneity to 'nature'. As Marcia Langton has noted, the longevity of this problematic effect can be seen in the mobilisation of 'indigenous knowledge' during Australian wilderness debates of the nineteen eighties. 13 Arguably, Fernando's interview in Berne represents a different genealogy of indigenous knowledge, one that claimed its right to be at home on the streets of Europe as much as in the outback of Northern Australia. In this case, indigeneity is founded in more than mere ecological survival, but in an embodied insistence upon the indigenous, self-determining subject who is not grounded (only) in country but in mobility.
Fernando made this assertion into his life story. Aiming to speak as one among internationalists in Europe, first Fernando had to persuade the Der Bund editors and then their readership of his authenticity. Among the former, he was successful in this aim. Impressed by the indigenous man who had appeared unannounced in their offices, the editors commended to their readers an 'Australian native' of 'extraordinary eloquence' driven by the desire for an urgent international intervention for the just future of his people. 14 Only following the publication of his story would the degree of hostility among members of the Swiss public become apparent.
A Man of Extraordinary Eloquence
Born in the 1860s in Sydney, Fernando's mother was likely a local Aboriginal woman.
Removed from his people as a small child, possibly as the result of a 'dispersal' (or massacre), while he may never have known her, she would become the 'guiding star' of his life. 15 Fernando spent his early years in a white household where he was kept from 13 Marcia Langton, 'Why "Race" is a Central Idea in Australia's Construction of the Idea of a Nation', in Susan Magarey (ed. Sarasin mobilised a narrative of imminent extinction to remind his audience that if action was not taken, whole species would be wiped out. Sarasin asserted that as the age of exploration was over and the age of exploitation was in full swing, international legislation of hunting was a necessity. Greed on the part of trappers, traders, and importers had fed an ever-expanding, unregulated market for train-oil and fashion goods. Sarasin had long argued for greater regulation of the hunting of tropical birds whose feathers were used, for example, for hat decoration and for feather down in European countries. 35 While animals fought for 'survival' against their 'powerful rival' in global commerce, 'undisturbed' regions once accessible only to explorers were increasingly subject to that same 'threatening evil'. Without action, he stated, the 'free roaming higher animal life of our planet is doomed….' Moreover, global trade had worked hand in hand with colonialism, the result being extreme cruelty and barbarism perpetrated by 'Caucasians' wherever they went. And yet the situation was not beyond remedy. Through establishing 'inviolable free regions,' it would be possible to 'restore mutilated nature'. In the second half of his paper, Sarasin applied these same arguments to the dangers faced by indigenous peoples, arguing that the urgent need for international agreement to 'create protective regions in the colonies' was essential not only in relation to natural resource management but as a necessity to the future to indigenous peoples.
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Extending the parameters of world conservation to include indigenous conditions reflected Paul Sarasin's interests in both animal and human evolution, and spoke to his assumption about the location of primitive peoples in that schema. and sealer of the previous century had alternated between land and sea, this new kind of hunter heralded the ascendancy of a pelagic, mechanised hunting complex that from the 1880s had allowed carcasses to be boiled down at sea. Sealers were no longer bound by national restrictions on breeding grounds, and whalers were free to follow herds into the southern oceans without returning to land to process their catch. As a result, the Greenland Whale had become extinct, and the numbers of other whales, and seals, in the northern oceans had declined.
Matched against this image, and soon to become an archetypal image used by humanitarians protesting injustice in the Australian outback, a second picture showed a row of Aboriginal men in neck chains, gazing at the camera from the desolate outback.
Neck chaining was an increasingly controversial method of restraining Aboriginal people by the early twentieth century. Defended by its supporters as more humane than handcuffs where prisoners were to travel on foot to prisons often several days journey distant, critics rejected its use on humanitarian grounds but also because the whole system of western law was considered irrelevant to tribal blacks. Sarasin clearly agreed, for he captioned the photograph: 'Mistreatment of Indigenous Australians through Mock Justice.' By using the term 'indigenous' rather than 'native', Sarasin emphasised the cultural and environmental vulnerability of these men rather than merely their ethnographic or racial difference. While whites in Australia mocked their indigenous people through a sickening pretence of justice, the global citizen would not be fooled. In Sarasin's view, the only response to conditions in frontier Australia would be to recommend the protective isolation of indigenous people on reserves. Civilized world society demanded that, like certain endangered species, indigenous peoples be protected from barbarism and saved for the enlightenment of science and posterity's enjoyment.
Just as he protested the 'unscientific' killing of animals (with scant regard to breeding patterns), so Sarasin refuted the murder or mistreatment of indigenous peoples. They were equally innocent and defenceless in the face of unregulated modernity. We must save these … the last remaining primitive tribes … the so-called natural tribes … from extinction and must preserve them for posterity as uninfluenced as possible. We can feel lucky that fortunate fate has kept these human races alive until this day which form a link to the past of our own culture because they think, act and feel …And so by watching the way they live and act we can watch our own past as if standing on a tower and examining our past with our own eyes. How important that makes the task to preserve the remnants of these peoples -that have miraculously survived on our planet -as purely as possible for science, ourselves and our posterity is obvious. 
In Murderous Greed
Where Noble Savages -that 'most noble of all free living creations of nature' -once lived in a pre-colonial Eden, they had since experienced the arrival of the white frontiersman who had 'destroyed just as he also has in the animal world by slaughtering entire tribes in murderous greed, dripping in blood.' Continuing in this vein, Sarasin asserted that history revealed a tradition of extreme violence against indigenous peoples in the colonies. Its continuation into the present confirmed that modern man contained within him a terrible propensity for cruelty: for taking pleasure in the wanton destruction of innocent animals and indigenous humans. International convention would be required to bring civilization to the colonies:
Not only was blood flowing like streams when prehistoric men were killed they -the weaker ones -were also put in such an amount of pain that anyone who has read the reports about it is haunted by these images like ghosts. I would love to spread a big opaque cloth over the masses of crimes that happened, so that the past may be forgotten, if this old insanity didn't flare up every now and then -even today, if the horrors of Putumayo didn't exist today, if the bullets of colonists didn't still kill indigenous people in Australia, as if they were animals -that is, if he isn't put in chains of slavery to kill them slower but just as sure.
While the loss of the Tasmanians was 'the most tragic for science', their 'human sacrifice' had been made in the name of the 'banality of average European culture'.
Christianity's claim to civilize the world had provided for a repression of Europe's conscience about colonisation: 'the act of destruction done, the church bells of the socalled religious stock-farmers -their murderers -can ring to take the last survivors to their graves as well.' In his concluding words, Sarasin advised his audience of the extent of the difficulties the world faced: 'Yes, the white man is the ruin of creation, is the devastator of the paradise of our planet and his steps into this paradise are marked 
Australia has Sinned
In their papers on world conservation, the Australian delegates returned the focus of the 1913 conference to its primary dual roles, to encourage the preservation of the natural environment and the instigation of global resource management. Where they did refer to
Aboriginal people, they did so only obliquely, mostly ascribing any question of guilt to the sins of the past. Tim Bonyhady argues that while the natural world was important to colonial and later national formation in Australia, governments failed in large part to translate nationalistic sentiments into practical legislation. 'As the expose of Mr Sarasin was handed out to you with a photograph depicting chained Australian natives, I regard it as useful to declare that in the state of Victoria the natives are treated with justice and a true understanding of their mentality and interests. This photograph can thus only be an old one depicting natives who had severely violated laws. In any case in the state of Victoria we have for many years had an office for the protection of the indigenous inhabitants [with legislative authority over 273 people]…An area of 2400 acres has been reserved for their exclusive use. They are accommodated well, fed, clothed, and the office makes sure they want for nothing. They can go fishing or hunting. Their health is fine and has improved compared to earlier years. I am convinced that what the state of Victoria does for its natives is also being done by the other states for theirs.' Andrew Spaull, 'McBride, Sir Peter (1967 -1923 Within a few short months of his interview in Berne, the failure of the League to respond to these issues would become apparent. During his conversation with the editors, Fernando had commented that he was about to set off to Geneva to approach the League but that he did not expect a great deal to come from his trip. The League was dominated by the British and, as a colonial power grown 'big through the blood of the black man', their representatives were unlikely to be sympathetic to calls for indigenous rights. 66 His expectation that the organisation would fail to support indigenous peoples was soon proven correct. Despite months of petitioning, the Iroquois leader, Deskaheh, had seen his letters and petitions directed back to the Canadian government, and his proposal for minority status rejected as an appropriate concern for the General 
Internationalism Fails

